
scarlett2angel: gives laura a kiss in her naughty box and skips around  

websterace3: Sits in my booth being good 

scarlett2angel: squeezes hearts butt ..winks and waits for my spankin  

laurabeforeyou:moving to the side of the bar nearest heart and scarlett... 

FoolishHeart26: ummmm.. giggles and swats Scarlett's bum...  

websterace3: Watches the three lovely ladies 

scarlett2angel: smiles at laura ..puts my arms around you both and sticks my tongue out 

at the guys 

FoolishHeart26: winks at Scarlett..  think Laura wants some aqueezin too.... giggles 

sabre135: reels back in shock at the tongue poking  

laurabeforeyou:hugging scarlett and heart.... 

mikeonthebike: sips the espressO on the dance floor  

laurabeforeyou:wondering if that is inappropriate tongue poking?  smiling at scarlett 

FoolishHeart26: hmmm.. ladies grope hugsss..... giggles 

scarlett2angel: smirks i do many things but none of them are inapproiate  

kennyw_3: hate to see you get flag for tongue poking or illegal use of the hands  

websterace3: Looks like Laura naughty box is busy 

laurabeforeyou:mmmmmm dealing with too many penalties! 

scarlett2angel: wiggles my nose and bites my bottom lip while i hug laura and heart 

again  

kennyw_3: laura has skills so the box could get busy  

D r a z: smiles watching the girls  ,,,,, tease the guys  

FoolishHeart26: hugsss Scarlett and Laura... whispers....  

websterace3: Sucks on my ice cubes 

mikeonthebike: looks over shoulder at the honeys at the bar  

laurabeforeyou:some skills....laughing..... 

laurabeforeyou:thought we used all the honey making baklava..... 

scarlett2angel: smiles as the three of us cuddle closer 

kennyw_3: tosses the can of whipped cream to laura  

FoolishHeart26: more grope hugsssss for Scarlett and Laura 

scarlett2angel: look like kennys tring to tell laura something 

laurabeforeyou:giggling as i hugg scarlett and heart....not sure what he could be sayin! 

scarlett2angel: takes the can squirts some into my mouth ..smiles at heart and laura an 

lets some cream slide along my bottom lip as i wiggle my tongue around 

D r a z: laffs scarlett ,,,,,,,,, such a sight  

FoolishHeart26: me neither.. I am so innocent with many things....  

FoolishHeart26: ohhhh myyyy gawwdddd 

scarlett2angel: tilts my head and kisses each of them mmmmm sharing some of the 

sweet cream  

laurabeforeyou:moves closer to scarlett....and plants a deep kiss on her lips....and the 

cream is trapped between our lips.....sucking the cream off her lower lip...eyes flashing at 

scarlett 

FoolishHeart26: leans forward and savors the cream from her luscious lips...  mmmmm 

scarlett2angel: winks and licks whats left with the tip of my tongue 



mikeonthebike: goodness  

scarlett2angel: mmmmm ty laura as wouldnt want my lips to remain sticky  

laurabeforeyou:mmmmmm takes the bottle of chocolate syrup...and squirts a few drops 

in scarletts mouth....might taste better with this! 

scarlett2angel: mmmm tilts my head back as the syrup flows down my throath  

scarlett2angel: lets some drip down my tounge smiles at heart and gives her some 

chocolate  

laurabeforeyou:passes the bottle to scarlett....in case she needs more....watching in 

delight 

FoolishHeart26: grins and slips my tongue out.. licking the sweet chocolate from her tongue..  

D r a z: grins watching breakfast being served  

scarlett2angel: winks ty takes it lifts it to hearts lips ..squeezes it and lets it run down her 

tongue  

scarlett2angel: oh what naughty things i could do with this 

kennyw_3: and Draz all the sticky chocolate and whipped cream will set up a nice shower scene for 

you lol  

kennyw_3: and one can of whipped cream is cheaper than Laura's wine education lol  

D r a z: should do   

FoolishHeart26: ohhhh myyy... lets Scarlett squirt the syrup in my tongue..  

FoolishHeart26: blushes 

scarlett2angel: smiles and shares some with laura as i nibble on the tip of hearts tounge  

laurabeforeyou:happily savoring the taste of the syrup.....smiling with 

scarlett....watching her give heart some too 

scarlett2angel: rubs it on my lips and tongue winks and kisses eachone sharing my 

chocolate with eachone tugs their hair and crushs my tits to their chests 

FoolishHeart26: groanss as Scarlett nibbles my lips..and looks at her as she shares the syrup with 

Laura too.... mmmm.. goodness.. giggles 

D r a z: laffsssss  what a sight  

laurabeforeyou:mmmmmmm hungrily kissing scarlett....enjoying the taste of the 

chocolate...smiling as i press closer....our breasts flattening between us...smiling at heart  

scarlett2angel: purssssss and smiles at the both of you while i wiggle between you  

scarlett2angel: mmmmm turns to laura kisses her harder my boobs rubbing harder 

against hers then turns and kisses heart so none of the sweetness gets wasted  

D r a z:  winks at the two girls   

FoolishHeart26: blushes..speechless from the most delectable breakfast I've ever had... mmmmm.. 

Scarlett.. smiles..  

scarlett2angel: shakes my head so my long hair doesnt get in the way as i take turns 

kisses and sucking the chocolate off each of their lips  

D r a z: laffssss  heart ,,,,,,,,,,,,, some breakfast  

laurabeforeyou:kissing scarlett....arms intertwined as heart and scarlett and i hugg 

D r a z:  grins its a treat  forall of us  

scarlett2angel: mmmmmm now i will have to work this off  

mikeonthebike: you just ran 3 miles  

mikeonthebike: my heart rate got up enough for the both of us i think  



FoolishHeart26: winks at Draz...and hugs and kisses the Laura and Scarlett.. enjoying our triangle 

food chain.... 

scarlett2angel: mmmmm snakes my tongue between hearts lips and pulls laura to us 

tighter  

laurabeforeyou:playfully grabbs the cann of whipped cream from off the bar and squirts a 

bit into scarlett and heart's mouths 

scarlett2angel: opens my mouth more smiles at laura and winks at heart  

kennyw_3: they might get stuck together lol  

FoolishHeart26: gasps and tangles my tongue with Scarlett and holds Laura closer to us.... mmmm 

laurabeforeyou:arches my neck back...and shoots a long stream of whipped cream into 

my mouth.... 

laurabeforeyou:swallows just a bit then full on kisses scarlett.... 

FoolishHeart26: ohhh myyy... parts my lips and stuck my tongue out receiving the squirted cream.. 

mmmmm 

scarlett2angel: puurss rolls my tongue around as my lips get warm from all the hot lips 

being pressed against them 

kennyw_3: puts another can of whipped cream on the bar would hate for it run out  

FoolishHeart26: running my fingers through Scarlett and Laura's hairs as they share the cream with 

their lips..  

scarlett2angel: squirms between the two of you smiles tilts my head and nibbles on 

hearts neck while laura looks into hearts eyes 

mikeonthebike: takes the chocolate syrup out of the microwave. squirts a drop on my arm to test 

and slides the warm bottle down the bar  

laurabeforeyou:looking into hearts eyes....as i squirt a thin line of whipped cream along 

the side of her neck... 

FoolishHeart26: moansss with pleasure and tilts my head backward... mmmmn baby.... and smiles 

at Laura.. letting her squirt more cream on my neck... sweett gezsussa 

laurabeforeyou:smiling at heart....squirts another thin line from her jawline down to her 

shoulder.... 

scarlett2angel: smiles at laura sits back and lets laura add more where she wants on 

heart 

D r a z:  sits back with best view in the bar 

FoolishHeart26: smiles at Laura and grasp her on her neck gently pulling her into me and kisses 

her lips..  

laurabeforeyou:mmmmmm my flat tongue glides up heart's neck to her 

jawline...collecting all the whipped cream....then...with it all on my tongue...offfer my 

tongue to her as we kiss 

FoolishHeart26: breasts heaving along with hers as slips my tongue and probes inside her 

mouth..tasting the sweet cream.. 

D r a z: lost the sound forsecond there ,,,,hope pakls not messing about  

scarlett2angel: smiles at laura and heart as i suck the tips of my fingers while they share 

more of the cream kenny gave us 

FoolishHeart26: sways my hips to the beat and swats the girls' bum...giggles 

D r a z:  watching  the girls enjoy the room as we watch  



jll101: watches heart's hips 

laurabeforeyou:swaying in time with heart and scarlett... 

kennyw_3: slides a few hundreds over to draz along with two more cans of whipped cream  

D r a z: slips the bills in the till and the whipped cream on the bar  

laurabeforeyou:grabbs a can of whipped cream.....moves in close to scarlett....squirts a 

happy face on her shirt...circles of whipped cream on each breast and a smiley face 

across her flat tummy.... 

scarlett2angel: smiles can i have two cans? 

scarlett2angel: giggles never mind 

laurabeforeyou:steppingback and admiring my work! admiring scarlett 

D r a z: slide scarlett two cans  

jll101: hmmmmm 

scarlett2angel: looks at my shirt smiles and winks at heart as i get smiley faces put on my 

chest 

kennyw_3: hands draz the rain suit this could get ugly  

FoolishHeart26: mmmm.. nice one Laura.. smiless 

scarlett2angel: lets make this easyer 

FoolishHeart26: winks at Scarlett and licks my lips..  

laurabeforeyou:mmmmmmm moves closer to scarlett....tongue flicks against her breast 

alluringly as i flick the whipped cream there onto my tongue.. 

scarlett2angel: climbs onto the bar lays back and lets my arms lay over my head  

scarlett2angel: thats better smiles at heart and laura as they take turns with the 

whipcream 

laurabeforeyou:climbs to the bar....kneeling at scarlett's head... 

scarlett2angel: looks around then back up at laura licks my lips and squirms to get comfy  

laurabeforeyou:sprays a thin line of whipped cream along the insides of her toned upper 

arms.... then slowly lick one of those lines up.........offering the tongue full of cream to 

scarlett in a kiss 

FoolishHeart26: ohh sweeettt.. climbs up the bar.. and crawls between Scarlett's legs and smiles at 

Laura 

laurabeforeyou:hands heart a can of whipped cream.... 

scarlett2angel: archs and lifts my ass off the bar as my body starts to get decorated  

laurabeforeyou:as i lean forward a bit more.....can't help kissing heart too 

scarlett2angel: lifts my head parts my lips and kisses laura mmmmm thats yummy 

laurabeforeyou:mmmmmm our tongues dance as scarlett takes the whipped cream from 

my tongue..... 

laurabeforeyou:i kiss her once more deeper.... 

laurabeforeyou:then sit back up.......my flat tongue collecting the whipped cream off her 

other toned upper arm 

scarlett2angel: puurssssss into the wet kiss..wiggles on the bar and pushs my tits up 

making my top show off more of my firm tanned tummy 

FoolishHeart26: mmm.. sprays some cream on Scarlett's cleavage down to her taut tummy and to 

her belly button... leans down and drags my tongue so slowly on her...  



laurabeforeyou:playfully lean over scarlett..and offers the tongue with whipped cream to 

heart 

scarlett2angel: smiles at laura as the two of you work so good together making it hard to 

lay still  

FoolishHeart26: licking and nipping my way from the valley of her breasts down to her tummy.. 

and swirls my tongue around her navel...savoring the sweetness of her skin and cream.. mm 

scarlett2angel: bucks my lower body as my back archs and bites my bottom lip at the 

sexy kiss going on over my body 

FoolishHeart26: mmmmm... slips my tongue out.. meeting Laura's tongue..  

laurabeforeyou:mmmmm tongue dancing with heart as i flick the whipped 

cream...feeling her take it into her mouth..... 

laurabeforeyou:then kissing her deeply....my tongue collecting some back as we kiss 

laurabeforeyou:mmmmm feeling the cream dissolving in my mouth from the heat of our 

kiss 

FoolishHeart26: gaspss as Laura toyed my tongue with hers and  kisses her deeper.. panting as our 

lips separates.. smiles.. b 

scarlett2angel: closes my eyes squirms on the bar and pulls my small white top up my 

chest some to try to get some air on my sweaty skin  

laurabeforeyou:mmmmmm setting the can down beside my thigh as both hands move up 

to heart's cheeks, and i hold her close as we kiss passionately 

websterace3: Walks to the bar ask Draz for a drink for Indian 

D r a z: wipes the bar ..laffing watch out for flying whipped cream  

FoolishHeart26: mmmmm..my head spins as I kiss Laura passionately back..  

scarlett2angel: wiggles my toes at webster dont get to close  

laurabeforeyou:hand moves from heart's cheek and rests between us.....on scarlett's firm 

abs...accidently put my hand down in a line of whipped cream.... 

scarlett2angel: squeezes my breasts as i look up at laura as she kisses heart and teases 

her tongue with hers  

jll101: mmmm 

FoolishHeart26: hesitantly breaks the kiss and leans down to kiss Scarlett's abs... and licks the 

cream..  

laurabeforeyou:picks my hand up off scarlett's abs....realizing the mess....erotically 

licking the delicious whipped cream off each finger slowly....offering one finger to 

scarlett 

D r a z:  laffs watching the girls   messy with cream  

FoolishHeart26: takes Laura's hand with mine and lets her crawl on Scarlett's abs too.. wants her 

to join me lick the creams... mmmm..  

indian_evi: sounds like i walked in as they were having fun  

D r a z: yes the girls are getting messy with cream  

laurabeforeyou:mmmmmm moves down over scarlett.....my breasts swaying from my 

chest and rubbing against hers as i rest my head flat on her abs  

scarlett2angel: squirms on the bar looks around and archs more as my body bucks up and 

down as if being tugged on 



laurabeforeyou:my tongue joins heart's in the slow delicious job of getting all the 

whipped cream off scarlett's perfect abs 

scarlett2angel: ohhhh godddddddddddd closes my eyes as the two of you drive me crazy 

FoolishHeart26: winks at Evi as I slowly swirl my tongue on Scarlett abs..  duels it with Laura's 

tongue... mmmmm..  

indian_evi: those are definitely some impressive abs i have to admit  

laurabeforeyou:my tongue dances with heart's.....swirling over scarlett's cute belly 

button..... 

scarlett2angel: squeezes my breasts ,,smiles at our new visitor  

rachel_75_1: hiya scarlett hugss 

laurabeforeyou:mmmmmmm pulling scarlett's shirt up over her midriff.. straightening 

up....realizing the whipped cream on scarlett's breast has now transferred to mine.... 

scarlett2angel: smiles up at heart and laura as they tease me  

laurabeforeyou:laughing....grabbing the can of whipped cream at my side.... 

scarlett2angel: giggles and squirms  

laurabeforeyou:and make another smiley face on scarlett's breasts and midriff.... 

scarlett2angel: look what kenny started  

scarlett2angel: winks as my body its all sticky ohhhh my you two are over doing it but i 

like it 

laurabeforeyou:i slide back some on the bar....bending over scarlett...my breasts over her 

face as i rest my head at her midriff....tongue playfully cleaning up the whipped cream 

FoolishHeart26: sways my hips as I lift my body up and waves helloooo to Rachel...blows her a 

kisss... and kneels down to Scarlett's... smiling at her another smiley face cream 

scarlett2angel: giggles flicks my tongue against lauras chest as my hands squeeze mine 

to keep from breaking any rules 

D r a z: laffs scarlett  

FoolishHeart26: winks at Laura as she cleans Scarlett very well with her tongue...  

scarlett2angel: squirms sucking my tongue as my whole body moves on the bar now 

while look at you two  

FoolishHeart26: blows Rachel a kiss and helps Laura clean the cream off Scarlett and our bodies 

too... giggles 

scarlett2angel: looks over at the d/j wiggles and removes my top letting my light blue 

bra be seen that squeezes my tits so tight it makes them want to pop free eachtime i 

breath 

   laurabeforeyou:seeing the mess on my shirt...i reach down and begin unbuttoning the 

yellow seer sucker sleeveless blouse.... 

laurabeforeyou:smiling down at scarlett as i undo each button....then let the blouse fall 

to the floor beside the bar....wearing my favorite soma tshirt bra.... 

scarlett2angel: mmmm looks from laura to heart sucks my bottom lip as my bra makes 

my nipples standout more as my young body lays across the bar with whip cream still on 

my tummy and whats left of smiley faces on my skin  

D r a z:  picks up  the blouse and send it off  to the dry cleaners  

FoolishHeart26: eyes widen with desire to help my girlfriends clean the messy creams.. 

scarlett2angel: thenks for the whipped cream  



laurabeforeyou:reaching down.....helping scarlett with her t shirt.... 

scarlett2angel: smiles at laura i took it off already  

scarlett2angel: im wearing a light blue bra that barely keeps my tits covered  

laurabeforeyou:smiling oops....must be on a sugar high!  smiling.... 

D r a z:  leans back against the wall watching  the breasts  

laurabeforeyou:reaching back ot my side....grabbing the can of whipped cream....makes 

another smiley face....one dab on each breast and a smiley face across your tummy 

scarlett2angel: shakes my head at all the faces being put on my body  

laurabeforeyou:takes the can of whipped cream and does the same to my breasts and 

tummy... 

laurabeforeyou:you always make us smile....laughing.... 

kennyw_3: slides more hundreds on the bar for drink and cleanup  

scarlett2angel: we sure are making a mess of the bar 

laurabeforeyou:i push back along the bar.....and lower myself over scarlett again.....my 

breasts right over her face...as i lick the whipped cream off one of her breasts...flicking in 

slow delicate circles 

scarlett2angel: winks at heart,,grips each side to keep from falling off from all the 

squirms im doing 

laurabeforeyou:finishing up one breast.....shifting my hair back off one shoulder....lean 

back down and give the other breast a similar delicate lick 

scarlett2angel: puurssssssss thrusts up and whimpersss  

FoolishHeart26: winks at Scarlett and grins at Laura as she ravish the cream on Scarlett's breasts...  

D r a z: she is very ravishing  

laurabeforeyou:finishing up cleaning the whipped cream off scarlett's breasts....now on 

all fours over her....move down a bit and start collecting the whipped cream from the 

smile over her tummy..... 

D r a z:  watches as scarlett squirms on the bar  

laurabeforeyou:moving up and kissing heart.....sharing the whipped cream with her.... 

scarlett2angel: grips the bar ..thrashs around and has to bite my bottom lip to keep from 

screaming 

FoolishHeart26: crawls up higher and  licks helps Laura lick the cream...kissing her lips and back to 

her breasts...... tilts my head and kisses Laura's lips...  

laurabeforeyou:mmmmmmmmmm  kissing heart.....sharing the whipped cream....serving 

it to her on my tongue... 

scarlett2angel: licks my lips as my eyes follow what is going on above me  

laurabeforeyou:then lays back against scarlett.... body just above hers..... 

scarlett2angel: goddd if this keeps up someone will have to tie me down 

D r a z: plays with some rope  

kennyw_3: lol  

FoolishHeart26: groans and shivers as Laura's tongue meet mine.. licking and suckles the cream 

from her.. 

scarlett2angel: winks at draz wiggles and grips the bar harder turning my head and looks 

at all the quiet ppl 

D r a z: laffss 



mikeonthebike: blinks  

laurabeforeyou:mmmmmmmm shivers as i feel scarlett's tongu flicking against the 

whipped cream on my tummy just above her..... 

laurabeforeyou:as i continue to lick the whipped cream off her tummy... 

scarlett2angel: nips tugs on lauras tummy as the cream sticks to my lips .... 

FoolishHeart26: grips Scarlett's hands on her sides pinning her down as she squirms.. letting Laura 

lick the creams... licks my mouth at the delicious sight..   

scarlett2angel: squirms and thrusts my hips up loving how ticklish i am letting heart 

learn something else about me as i buck on the bar more 

laurabeforeyou:mmm moaning and shuddering against scarlett's tongue 

scarlett2angel: tosses my head side to side ,,bucks on the bar and almosts looses it as the 

two of you hold me down and give me goosebumps  

mikeonthebike: tosses up a couple of bucks  

D r a z: watches scarlett  struggle  

laurabeforeyou:mmmmmmmm feeling my breasts again swaying against scarlett's as i 

continue to lick and collect the whipped cream on her tummy....notice one bit right near 

her panties....as my eyes flash 

scarlett2angel: bucks more making my knees bend and pushs up as if someone has ahold 

of my hips  

laurabeforeyou:i rise up off scarlett....leaving that tempting drop for another day...... 

FoolishHeart26: mmmm..adjusts my position... presses Scarlett's legs together...and straddles on 

her thighs...still gripping her hands and enjoys myself watching Laura devour the creams... 

indian_evi: *drinks my vodka cranberry and watches*  

scarlett2angel: catches my breath sits up and smiles at the two sexy woman that made 

my day 

laurabeforeyou:backing along the bar off of scarlett....turning and sitting on the 

bar....caressing her face and smoothing her hair 

D r a z:  smiles as i look along the bar  ..........  quite a sight 

scarlett2angel: shakes my hair smooths down my small top and thanks the room fro 

being nice  

FoolishHeart26: smiles at Laura and  carefully climbs down the bar.. helping them down....feeling 

my knees still trembling 

D r a z:  smiles at scralett ,,,,,,,, laura and heart 

scarlett2angel: slips onto a bar stool to keep from hitting the floor  

indian_evi: looks like you all had some fun  

laurabeforeyou:smiles at scarlett and heart....wow...that was fun! 

scarlett2angel: hugs laura and heart  

laurabeforeyou:who knew! 

laurabeforeyou:huggs 

D r a z:  takes one of the big LAB warm fluffy towels and wipes the bar right down with a 

few sweeps  

kennyw_3: lol  

D r a z: grins at the girls as i throw the towel in the laundry basket  



scarlett2angel: smiles as i enjoy the last drop of cream on my bottom lip waves bye to 

the men and hope they didnt knock the door down to the mens room  

D r a z: polishes the bardown .......there all sorted again  

laurabeforeyou:heads off to my room to clean up and change 

FoolishHeart26: blushes and giggles... hugs Scarlett and Laura.... thank you for that wonderful 

experience.. smiles 

kennyw_3: smiles  
scarlett2angel: hugss laura one last time 


